Due to the nature of this work and at the discretion of each company, professional work is available upon request.
IN PROGRESS: CONCEPTUAL RESTAURANT / LIGHT REFRACTIONS
The concept for the restaurant Antoi, located in Sarasota, Florida, is inspired by the 18th century midnight garden parties at Versailles, hosted by the former queen of France, Marie Antoinette. The restaurant space is influenced by the organization of formal gardens providing private and open spaces with a touch of the whimsical. Color, pattern and openness and enclose play a key role in assisting the design. The restaurant will thrive on the spirit of the city providing the sophisticated people of Sarasota a place where they can retreat and embrace life.
Level One Ceiling Plan

Ceiling Fixtures

- Custom Ceiling Plaster
- Armstrong Metal Ceiling Tile
- Murano Glass Chandelier
- Nora De Rudder Birds Chandelier
- Crystal Drop Chandelier
  Inspired by Lady Gaga Bad Romance
NOUN - A VERY STRONG OR IRRESISTIBLE IMPULSE TO TRAVEL.

THE CONCEPT BEHIND MY DESIGN FOR THE TRAVEL AND CULTURE MAGAZINE, WANDERLUST, IS TO CREATE A FREE SPIRITED BRIGHT AND COLORFUL SPACE FOR THE EMPLOYEES TO SPEND THEIR DAY. THE DESIGN OF THE OFFICE IS INTENDED TO INSPIRE CREATIVITY AND YOUTHFULNESS. I WILL USE A RETRO MODERN TAKE ON THIS DESIGN, USING LATE 60’S PATTERNS AND COLORS. 60’S ICONS, FURNITURE AND LIBERATION WILL INSPIRE THE SPACE THROUGHOUT. OPENNESS AND ENCLOSURE IN THE OFFICE, FREE MOVEMENT AND NATURAL DAY LIGHT WILL PLAY A KEY ROLE IN THIS MELTING POT OF AN ENVIRONMENT. PATTERN, COLOR AND REPITITION ARE REPRESENTED IN THE PLAYFULNESS OF THIS TIMELESS ERA. SUSTAINABILITY IS VERY IMPORTANT TO WANDERLUST MAGAZINE AND WILL BE USED IN EVERY APPLICATION POSSIBLE.

PUBLISHING PHILOSOPHY
NICHE MEDIA HOLDINGS LLC PRODUCES MUST-READ, LUXURIOUS MAGAZINES THAT MIRROR THE SENSIBILITIES AND SPIRITS OF THE UNIQUE, VIBRANT COMMUNITIES TO WHICH THEY CATER. TARGETING A HIGH-END, SAVVY READERSHIP, NICHE MEDIA CAPTURES A DREAM, COAST-TO-COAST DEMOGRAPHIC THAT LOOKS TO THE COMPANY’S PUBLICATIONS FOR THE FINEST IN FASHION, TRAVEL, FOOD, SPIRITS, SOCIETY, PARTY COVERAGE AND MUCH MORE.
Quaos is a high end retail store for young adults. The idea behind my design was to translate the structure of nature into the fashion world. The concept for my store was directly inspired by honey bee hives. In the hive are the worker bees who are much like fashion designers—they both work around the clock to produce a product for a specific client. For the bees it is the queen, and for fashion designers, the consumer. Each room in the store is set up to resemble different parts of the hive. The walls and wings are representative of the bees. The center room is the queen's room. The flowers in the center show the importance of fragrance to the bees. The shoe wall is meant to replicate the larvae that the queen lays in the honey comb. Lastly is the sale room in the back which is intended for customers to swarm. The store is well organized and structured making it pleasing for those of both genders to shop. The design of the store is intended to make your eye follow through the entire store forcing you to look around each transparent corner.
Floor Plan

- Men's Restroom
- Women's Restroom
- Break Room
- Ordering Station
- Dressing Rooms
- Fragrance Stand
- Accessories
- Cashwrap
- Customer Restroom
- Employee Restroom
- Manager's Office
- Sale
- Back Stock
- Shoes
- Entrance
- Accessories
- Women's
- Men's
Concept Statement

The concept for my design is the path to wellness through the revitalization of nature. Aspects of nature will influence the design of the space in a way similar to that what a person might experience while on a nature on a trail. Color and texture will play a key role in the design along with openness and enclosed, repetition, form and pattern. Each key area of the hospital floor will be an indirect representation of the experiences one would have on a path to wellness. A breath of fresh air, a pool of water, glancing up at the trees, sitting on a rock overlooking a beautiful landscape, and coming across a field of wild flowers. The design will help nurture the patients back to health keeping them close to nature, close to home, and using all sustainable materials and evidence based design to support this.
Room Key:
1. Elevator lobby
2. Men's and women's toilets
3. Drinking fountain
4. Family lounge area
5. Coordinator's office
6. Director's office
7. Staff lounge
8. Volunteer receptionist
9. Conference room
10. Toilet
11. Nurse dictation station
12. Pantry
13. Children’s game room
14. Clean supply
15. Soiled utility
16. Nurses’ station
17. Med prep
18. Second pantry
19. Cart storage
20. Soiled holding
21. Equipment storage
22. Second toilet
23. House keeping
24. Clean linen
25. Trash
26. Patient/Family suite
Family Waiting Lounge

Materials for space:

Family Lounge Area
1. Accents in Water / Acero / Fountain
2. Interactive Wall Lights
3. Della Robia Rug
4. Carolina Business Furniture / Enclave Linx 6110
5. Carolina Business Furniture / Enclave Linx
6. Carolina Business Furniture / Embrace Lounge
7. Davis Furniture
8. Hive Modern / The Random Light

Nurses’ Uses
9. Keilhaur / T1-L5 Free Shoulders
Patient Room

EVIDENCE BASED RESEARCH

Luxurious Hospitality like setting is proven to heal patients making their experience feel more comfortable and less like they are in a hospital.

Ample Day Light and garden views promote healing in patients.

Art Cart choices allow patients to have options in their environment and give a sense of control to uncontrollable conditions.

Computer and Desk available for family members to work away from home to allot more time to be spent with loved ones.

Soothing Blue and Green colors to relax patients and are also the most liked colors of both sexes.

Materials Key
1. Architex Privacy Curtain / Seed
2. Flop Sofa fabric / CF Stinson / Umbrian Rain
3. Innovations Wallcoverings / Thia Silk
4. Corian Counterop / Cameo white
5. Innovations Environments / Hudson Teak
6. Bathroom Flooring / Crossville Porcelain Tile
7. SICIS Glass Tiles / Tweed

Family zone
Patient zone
Nurses’ zone

Patient Rooms
10. Kanera / 1E Wash Basin
11. Livorno Mirror Cabinet Light
12. Nemschoff / Flop Sofa
13. Carolina Business Furniture / Logique Laminate
14. Stryker / Go Bed III
15. Carolina Business Furniture / Stationary Patient Chair / Orchestra 1455
16. Carolina Business Furniture / Senso
17. Carolina Business Furniture / Senso
18. Various Art Cart Choices
Materials Key
1. Carnegie wallcovering / Lily Embroider
2. LSI Vinyl Flooring / Bamboo
3. Innovations Innvironments / Hudson Teak
4. Innovations Wallcoverings / Siam Silk
5. Keilhaur task chair fabric / Green Apple Zing
6. Ice Stone countertops / Amber Pearl
7. Corian countertops / Cameo White

EVIDENCE BASED RESEARCH

Studies show that rounded corners of a nurses’ station offers the feeling of open arms and embrace, welcoming patients to the counter.

Soft colors help nurses and patients to feel less anxious.

Windows in the patient room doors allow natural light to flow into the halls which is proven to keep nurses more alert during the day.

Stainless steel crash guards allow an elegant yet durable way to dress the halls.